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Some definitions … 
Mass digitization of books (MDB) =

conversion of materials (books) on an 
industrial scale (not just on a large-scale);

conversion of whole libraries without making 
a selection of individual materials 

source: Karen Coyle



Two main MDB projects:
Google Books

Internet Archive (Open Content Alliance)



Some notes on Google Books_1
Started in 2004
Planned end of the project 2020
The Google Books aim is the Google aim: 

“organize the world's information and make it 
universally accessible and usable”  --- so the 
content of all published books has to be 
searchable together with the content of all web
pages



Some notes on Google Books_2
“Just how many books are out there?”

How many books have already been digitized by 
Google Books?   
25-30M (non ci sono statistiche ufficiali)



Numbers ...



A famous debate on GB in 2005_1



A famous debate on GB in 2005_2
Jean-Noël Jeanneney, historian and  former 
President of National Library of France  wrote 
in 2005 that:

“The promise of Google is enchanting [...]: 
everyone with access to the Internet can soon 
view the recorded memory of the ages in the 
palm of their hand and search this universe in a 
fraction of a second” …   however ...



A famous debate on GB in 2005_3
“We are faced with several possible dangers with respect to:
works of various cultural heritages that have fallen into the 

public domain, the list of priorities will likely weigh in 
favor of Anglo-Saxon culture; 

works still under copyright, of which only excerpts, or 
"snippets," will be offered for the time being, the weight of 
American publishers may be overwhelming; 

journals and books disseminating ongoing research, the 
dominance of work from the United States may 
become even greater than it is today”



11 years later ...
according to “reliable sources” the highest 

percentage of the digitized  books is in 
English (close to 50% out of 450 languages 
of books in GB)

The interest of Google for non English 
languages is growing  



ex. g. Ngram Viewer 
Ngram service now 
available also for 
texts in:
German,French, 
Italian, Spanish, 
Russian, Hebrew, 
Chinese
From 2009 year after 
year they are adding 
new languages 





Somes notes on Internet Archive (OCA)_1

The Open Content Alliance (OCA) is a consortium of 
organizations contributing to a permanent, publicly 
accessible archive of digitized texts. 

Its creation was announced in October 2005 by Yahoo!, 
the Internet Archive, the University of California, the 
University of Toronto and others.

Scanning for the OCA is administered by the Internet 
Archive, which also provides permanent storage and 
access through its website



Somes notes on Internet Archive (OCA)_2

More than 8,7 million of texts available up to now 



Some differences 

consortium between 
companies and 
nonprofit institutions 

depends on donations 
and self-financing 
(limited resources 
available)

private owned (1 company)
huge amount of 
resources available for

digitization
research and development 



Digitization projects at BNCF (DPB)
started in the early 1990s  when the size of HD was 40 

Megabytes (and there was no WWW)



Early projects aim:
enrichment of bibliographic records through 

the digitization of title pages, table of 
contents etc (OCR)

DPB: faithful copy or searchable text? - 1



DPB: faithful copy or searchable text? - 2

Following projects aim:
faithful copy for manuscripts, ancient books, 

maps etc 



DPB results



Google Books and Proquest EEB at BNCF - 1

EEB
range: -1700
faithful copy

BNCF project
costs: none

GB
range: 1701-1875
ebooks with “liquid” and 

searchable text
national project
costs: books circulation

(inside lib.)



GB
scanning location: 

outside lib. (Italy)
outcomes: GRIN and 

free worldwide 
accessibility

Google Books and Proquest EEB at BNCF - 2

EEB
scanning location: inside 

lib.
outcomes: “master” files 

and 
free access from Italian IP
access fee outside and 

royalties for BNCF  



MD problems (Google)
limitations, ex. g.: 

size of books 
foldouts (from 2016 it will be possible) 

note:
MPOB Modified Process for older books pre 1700 

(color and text)





MD and copyright  (orphan works etc.)



BNCF and Wikisource
2014 Agreement between BNCF and Wikimedia 
Italia for Wikisource

starting point: public domain book digitized by 
BNCF

aim: improve access to digitized books
results: crowdsourced text correction in 

Wikisource (the free library that anyone can 
improve)



How it works



Closing remarks and open questions
MDB: Is there an alternative to Google 

Books?
cooperation with IA and Wikisource
140 years buffer (orphan works and 

cooperation with publishers)



Thank you for your patience

giovanni.bergamin@gmail.com


